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Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have previously found many applications as strain and vibration sensors.
Here we demonstrate that they may also be employed as pickups for musical instruments and,
specifically, for acoustic guitars and solid-body electric guitars. By fixing the FBG to a vibrating part
of the instrument’s body, e.g., near the bridge of an acoustic guitar or on the headstock of a solid-body
guitar, a number of sound recordings were made and compared to those obtained with either piezoelectric
pickups or with magnetic induction pickups. The change in attenuation at the FBG’s midreflection
point is found to be correlated to the amplitude of vibration of the vibrating structure of the instrument.
Acoustic frequency spectrum analysis supports the observation that the FBG acoustic transducer has a
frequency response range that is comparable to those of commercial piezoelectric pickups. The record-
ings made with FBG pickups were of comparable quality to those obtained with other recording
methods. © 2009 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.3735, 120.7280, 230.1040.

1. Introduction

Acoustic vibrations of musical instruments are
conventionally sensed, for amplification and/or
recording purposes, using pickups, i.e., transducers
that are sensitive to mechanical vibration in the
acoustic frequency range (up to about 20kHz). Such
sensors are typically piezoelectric (PZT) devices that
are placed on the soundboard or another vibrating
part of the instrument. While a high-quality pickup
may have a very flat acoustic frequency response, it
nevertheless introduces an inertial mass to the
soundboard, which can have a deleterious effect on
the sound obtained. For example, piezo-electric
pickups, which may be light and small enough to
not have a substantial effect on the sound generated
by a large instrument, such as a guitar, are neverthe-
less unsuitable for use with small instruments, such

as flutes, recorders, and harmonicas, because of their
size and mass. On the other hand, solid-body electric
guitars and similar instruments are almost always
equipped with magnetic pickups, which record the
mechanical vibration of the strings using electromag-
netic induction. While these pickups typically intro-
duce considerable distortion of the sound, this effect
may be desired and has been used creatively bymany
musicians.

The search for alternative methods to transform
the sound of an instrument into an analog or digital
signal that may be transmitted, stored, amplified, or
broadcast has led to numerous devices, of which only
a few have found widespread acceptance. Of particu-
lar interest in the context of the present work are “op-
tical pickups,” because they have the potential to be
immune to radio-frequency interference and may
provide for a faithful representation of the instru-
ment’s acoustic spectrum without distorting the
sound of the instrument. An optical pickup was pa-
tented as early as 1973 and was commercialized by
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Hoag Guitars and by Lightwave Systems [1]. This
pickup records the motion of a shadow that is cast
by a vibrating string onto a photodetector. More re-
cently, there has been an attempt to incorporate a
fiber-optic waveguide into the string and, through
the change in optical attenuation, record the string’s
vibration [2]. Both approaches are somewhat equiva-
lent to the conventional magnetic coil pickup, i.e., the
string’s vibration is transformed directly into the re-
corded audio signal. PZT pickups, on the other hand,
record the vibration of the instrument’s body and
are, at least in principle, suitable for all musical
instruments in which the instrument’s vibration is
indicative of the emitted sound, i.e., not just string
instruments, but also other acoustic instruments
from harmonicas to grand pianos and percussion in-
struments. We present an optical pickup method
based on fiber-Bragg gratings (FBGs) as acoustic
transducers. Similar to PZT transducers, this ap-
proach exploits the well-known sensitivity of FBGs
to mechanical deformation to pick up instrument
body vibrations [3].
An FBG is a periodic modulation of the refractive

index along the core of a single-mode optical wave-
guide. Light is reflected by the FBG when the wave-
length of the light guided by the core of the fiber, λ,
matches the Bragg wavelength λB ¼ 2nΛ [4]. Any en-
vironmental parameter that changes the period of
the grating, Λ, or the effective refractive index of
the guided mode, n, leads to a change in the FBG’s
reflection spectrum. For example, the period may
be changed by mechanical stretching of the FBG
or by thermal expansion or contraction, whereas
the refractive index may be changed by straining
the fiber and also through temperature changes [3].
FBGs have found many applications as transdu-

cers in measurements of vibration and strain. Today,
mechanical sensors based on FBGs are produced by a
number of companies and used especially in structur-
al health monitoring and related applications in the
construction, chemical, nuclear, aerospace, and mili-
tary industries [5]. FBGs are also used as acoustic
transducers, e.g., for ultrasound measurements [6–8]
or to record photoacoustic signals [9] and, very re-
cently, as contact microphones for voice recordings
[10,11]. In these applications the large acoustic fre-
quency response range of FBGs is especially benefi-
cial. FBGs are capable of measuring frequencies from
DC (static strain) to over 45MHz, easily spanning 8
decades of frequency. Conventional microphones, on
the other hand, typically have a range of only 3 or-
ders of magnitude (20Hz to 20kHz), while PZT pick-
ups have a typical response range from DC to
12–15kHz. The frequency response range of mag-
netic coil pickups is even more limited, to
200Hz–10KHz, with a sharp drop-off at
about 4–5kHz.
Of critical importance to the intended use as an

acoustic transducer is the fact that FBGs are insen-
sitive to electrical interference (such as RF noise) and
can easily be shielded against optical interference.

Also, the single-mode fibers that contain the FBGs
are light and flexible and, therefore, are free of me-
chanical eigenfrequencies in the audible range. An
FBG attached to the resonating body of a musical in-
strument may be expected to faithfully follow all
mechanical motions of the body with a frequency re-
sponse range from constant strain to more than
20kHz. As these “pickup” elements are of near-zero
mass and do not generate or respond to electromag-
netic interferences, it is possible to incorporate sev-
eral FBG transducers onto a single instrument
without them negatively affecting each other, string
movement, or instrument body vibrations. The abil-
ity to introduce many of these elements into different
areas of the guitar body would give the musician an
unprecedented level of control over the instrument’s
overall tone.

2. Experiment

FBGs have a 20-year history as strain sensors and
many methods exist by which the spectral change
of the FBG can be related to strain. Here, we delib-
erately use a simple, compact, and inexpensive opti-
cal scheme consisting of a tunable diode laser light
source, an FBG, and a detector measuring the trans-
mitted light. The detector output is fed directly into a
mixing console and sampled by a soundcard. The at-
tenuation near the short wavelength midreflection
point changes linearly as the FBG is strained, as long
as the applied strain is small.

Two different commercial FBGs (ITF Labs, Mon-
treal, Quebec), each with ∼30dB attenuation, were
used as acoustic transducers. The FBGs have differ-
ent reflection bandwidths of 0:2nm and 1:5nm
(Fig. 1). They differ in the amount of saturation that
was achieved when writing the grating [12]. The sen-
sitivity of the response depends on the slope of the
attenuation spectrum near the midreflection point
and was lower for the wide bandwidth FBG
(0:017dB=pm) compared to the narrow bandwidth
FBG (0:26dB=pm). The frequency analysis and the
quality of the sound recordings pointed to no further
differences between the two FBGs and only results
from the more sensitive, narrow bandwidth FBG
are reported in this study.

Two different tunable diode lasers were used to in-
terrogate the two FBGs and were tuned to the short
wavelength midreflection point. A tunable telecom
diode laser (TDL) (Ando AQ4320D, 200MHz band-
width) was used with both the broadband and the
narrowband FBG for initial experiments. A much
less expensive distributed feedback (DFB) laser
diode (AC5900, Archcom Technologies) was used for
most of the measurements presented below. A laser
driver board (Thorlabs, ITC102) was used to set the
wavelength through temperature and current con-
trol. As shown below, the DFB laser diode and the
TDL showed very similar characteristics and the
choice of light source seemed to not influence the
quality of the sound recording as much as other op-
tical parameters.
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The change in transmission is monitored using an
InGaAs photodiode (DET10C, Thorlabs, 10ns rise/
fall time). The photodiode output was fed into a mix-
ing board (Alto S-8 Analogue) before being digitized
by the integrated soundcard (SoundMax) of an ASUS
motherboard.
The FBGs were fixed to the hollow-body acoustic

guitar (Takamine 540C) and the solid-body electric
guitar (Fender Squier, Standard Stratocaster) using
adhesive tape. When affixed on a flat portion of the
guitar body, the adhesive tape covered the straigh-
tened FBG. When the FBG was placed on a curved
portion of the body, we found that a stronger response
was obtained if the fiber-optic cable was fixed with
two strips of adhesive tape about 5 cm away from
the FBG. In either case, the fiber-optic cable contain-
ing the FBG need not be prestrained.
The FBGs were placed in varying positions on both

guitars. For each guitar, transmission through the
FBG was recorded simultaneously on one channel
of the stereo mixing board, while the other channel
recorded either the output of a condenser micro-
phone (Samson C01 Studio) or that of a preamplified
high-quality piezoelectric pickup built into the acous-
tic guitar (Takamine TK4N), or that of the magnetic
pickup of the electric guitar (single coil, AlNiCo, mod-
el unknown).

3. Results

Two FBGs with different bandwidths were examined
and found to give a similar audio (frequency) re-
sponse, albeit a different level of signal. The differ-
ence in signal is readily related to their respective
slopes of the attenuation spectrum near the midre-
flection point and, as expected, it was found that
the modulated signal, which carries the audio infor-
mation, is lower for the wide bandwidth FBG
(0:017dB=pm) compared to the narrow bandwidth
FBG (0:26dB=pm).

The comparison of the narrowband FBG optical
pickup to the three conventional recording methods
(condenser microphone, PZT pickup, and magnetic
induction coil pickup) was carried out by simulta-
neously recording audio waveforms with the FBG on
one stereo channel and either one of the other devices
on the other stereo channel. A fair comparison of the
recording methods is difficult to represent graphi-
cally, and we have supplied audio recordings (Media
1, Media 2, Media 3, Media 4). Figure 2(a) shows the
amplitude spectrum of the plucked E4 string (funda-
mental at 329:63Hz, here mistuned to 333Hz) re-
corded by the FBG and by the PZT through the
two different stereo channels. The traces are offset
vertically for clarity. The recordings represent a high
degree of correlation, which is even more apparentFig. 1. (Color online) Transmission spectra of two different FBGs

(top curves) and laser light sources (bottom curves). (a) Laser emis-
sion spectrum of the moderately tunable distributed feedback
diode laser and transmission of the narrowband FBG. (b) Laser
emission of a widely tunable diode laser and transmission of
the wideband FBG

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) Sound recording of a plucked E4 string
(333Hz) of an acoustic guitar using the narrowband FBG (lower
curve) and PZT pickups (offset vertically for clarity) (b) Fourier
transforms of the above waveforms.
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when the Fourier transforms of these two recordings
are compared [Fig. 2(b)]. The frequency analysis
shows a good correlation from the fundamental
acoustic frequency at about 333Hz to the 12th over-
tone at 4320Hz. Recordings with a plucked D3 string
(146:83Hz) were undertaken using the narrowband
FBG on one channel and either the PZT or the micro-
phone on the other channel. Again, the Fourier
transforms display a high degree of correlation, up
to acoustic frequencies of about 12kHz (Fig. 3). Dif-
ferences in the waveforms, especially with regard to
the relative intensities, are readily attributed to the
different positions at which the PZT and FBG were
placed on the guitar. The microphone was more
sensitive to ambient noise and, in the present case,
showed a noticeable signal below 100Hz, probably
due to computer cooling fans. In Figs. 2 and 3 it
is apparent that frequencies that do not belong to
the harmonic series of the fundamental string
vibration are also present and recorded by the micro-
phone, PZT, and FBG. These frequencies contribute
to the coloration of the tone of the instrument.
As expected, the frequency response spectrum of

the FBG transducer was somewhat dependent on
its position on the guitar. Figure 4 shows the fre-
quency spectra obtained as above by plucking the
E4 string and recording the transmitted light for dif-
ferent positions of the narrowband FBG pickup,
using the DFB laser and the TDL laser as light
sources. The distance of the FBG from the bridge
of the acoustic guitar was varied in eight steps from
2 to 16 cm. Figure 4 shows that the frequency re-

sponse does not depend strongly on the type of laser
light source but that the relative frequency contribu-
tions are different for the positions on the guitar.
This is likely due to the existence of nodal lines on
the soundboard of the acoustic guitar.

For the solid-body electric guitar, a comparison of
the single-coil magnetic induction pickup with the
FBG pickup placed on the headstock of the guitar
shows a marked difference in both the waveforms
[Fig. 5(a)] and, consequently, also in their Fourier
transforms [Fig. 5(b)]. Of course, the mechanisms
for signal transduction are quite different and such
differences are expected. While the magnetic pickup
is very sensitive to the string vibrations and less so to
the vibration of the guitar body, the FBGmounted on
the headstock transforms the vibration of the neck
upon plucking the strings into the audio signal. A
comparison of the audio recordings obtained by
either method illustrates that the magnetic pickup
produces the characteristic high-pitched, distorted
sound of an electric guitar, whereas the FBG pro-
duces a sound resembling that of a semiacoustic gui-
tar (Media 5, Media 6). Accordingly, the frequency
spectrum using the FBG transducer [Fig. 5(b)] shows
strong acoustic signals from the fundamental vibra-
tion at 329Hz to its 19th overtone at 6600Hz, but
also contributions from near-resonant vibrations of
the other strings at about 118Hz (A2), and near
208Hz (G3) from which the E4 frequency at 329Hz
may be synthesized. The single-coil pickup is not sen-
sitive to the vibrations of the other strings and only
shows the harmonic series of the E4 string vibration.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Frequency spectra of two sound recordings
of the plucked D3 string of an acoustic guitar. Lower panel: The
spectra for the FBG pickup, and the condenser microphone (re-
corded simultaneously) are offset by 20dB for clarity: Upper panel:
the spectra from the FBG pickup and the PZT pickup were also
recorded simultaneously and offset. The fundamental frequency
at 147Hz is indicated by an arrow.

Fig. 4. (a) Frequency spectra of the overtones of a plucked E4

string of the acoustic guitar (fundamental frequency 333Hz). (b)
and (c) show the frequency response as the FBG is moved from
a parallel aligned position 2 cm below the bridge of the guitar to
a position near the edge of the guitar body 16 cm below the bridge.
The position-dependent frequency spectra obtained when using
(b) the DFB laser diode are similar to those obtained using (c) a
tunable diode laser.
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4. Discussion

The results presented here show that an FBG can
serve as a reliable and ultralight (<5mg) transducer
for sound generated by a musical instrument. The
distinguishing features for fiber-optic transducers
are that they are insensitive to radio-frequency
noise, have a large acoustic frequency range, are ea-
sily bonded to (or embedded into) the body of any mu-
sical instrument, and, due to their light weight, do
not alter the sound of the instrument.
The above comparison to other recording methods

highlights that FBGs offer a response over a range of
acoustic frequencies that is larger than that covered
by PZT pickups. The coloration and tone of the re-
cording made with an FBG pickup certainly differ
from those of other recording methods. This is most
clearly seen in Fig. 5, where, in addition to the main
harmonic series of the plucked string (E4; 329Hz),
other frequencies are also present and add coloration
to the sound.
The sensitivity of the FBG is determined by its

change in attenuation at the laser interrogation
wavelength—here near the short wavelength midre-
flection point of the FBG. For example, by increasing
the length of the FBG, the sensitivity is increased but
the dynamic range of the strain measurement is re-
duced. For very high sensitivities the FBG response

to strain may become nonlinear and may be a source
of high harmonics in the sound recording. Since the
harmonic content is similar for all recording devices,
we believe that the presented measurements either
do not exhibit this effect or that the other recording
techniques suffer from the same nonlinearities.

The proof of concept devices that were presented
above offer significant room for improvement. The
main sources of acoustic noisewere optical power fluc-
tuations due tomechanical perturbations, such asmi-
crobending losses in the single-mode waveguides as
well as losses at splices and at couplers to the laser
or detector. Noise introduced by the photodetector
and by the electronic signal transduction was also no-
ticeable, but eliminating those noise sources was con-
sidered beyond the scope of this paper.

It is well known that the intensity and/or wave-
length of a laser diode light source, such as those
used here, may fluctuate. In addition, the periodicity
and refractive index associated with the FBG may
also drift with temperature. If either of these effects
cause the interrogation wavelength to move outside
the linear region around the FBG’s midreflection
point, the FBG transducer will exhibit a reduced sen-
sitivity to strain and also a nonlinear response. Laser
wavelength stabilization for FBG strain measure-
ments may be implemented. Active (feedback con-
trolled) laser wavelength stabilization may be
achieved by an interferometer, such as an external
Fabry–Perot cavity, but also by a second FBG or—
for highest accuracy—by an atomic or molecular ab-
sorption line [13]. Passive stabilization may be ob-
tained by using a second identical FBG that
provides optical feedback into the laser cavity. Broad-
band light sources may also be used to interrogate
FBGs and have been reviewed by Hongo et al.
[14]. Rao discusses yet different techniques to inter-
rogate FBGs, such as using a linear edge filter, a tun-
able Fabry–Perot filter, or a tunable acousto-optic
filter [15]. Temperature changes will also shift the
FBG
reflection spectrum by 13pm=K due to thermal ex-
pansion of the fiber waveguide and the thermo-
optic effect of silica [16]. These spectral changes oc-
cur on time scales that are much longer compared to
acoustic frequencies and, while they will not contri-
bute to acoustic noise, they may nevertheless require
compensation or adjustment of the interrogation
wavelength.

Interrogating the FBG simply by measuring the
intensity of the reflected or transmitted light at a
fixed laser wavelength may lead to errors in the
dynamic strain measurement due to detector noise,
laser power fluctuations, and laser wavelength fluc-
tuations. In the present application the dominant
contribution to noise at acoustic frequencies lies in
the sensitivity of the fiber cable, the optical connec-
tors, and the other optical components to mechanical
movement. Of course, a musical instrument is fre-
quently moved around and the experimental condi-
tions are very different from those on a vibration-

Fig. 5. (Color online) (a) Sound recording of a plucked E4 string of
a solid-body guitar using the FBG (lower curve) and magnetic sin-
gle coil pickups (offset vertically for clarity). (b) Fourier transform
of the above waveforms. The fundamental frequency at 333Hz is
indicated by an arrow.
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isolated optical bench. The sensitivity to such
intensity noise may be overcome by converting the
intensity measurement into a wavelength shift mea-
surement, as implemented by a number of research
groups [17–20]. Such measurements also eliminate
the sensitivity to temperature fluctuations.
As expected, we found that the amplified tone var-

ied with the FBG’s position on the instrument. This
offers the musician additional control over the sound
of the instrument. When multiplexing an ensemble
of FBG transducers by any of the methods described
in the literature, the musician and sound engineer
may be given a high degree of control over the sound
of the instrument. Such schemes may also be rea-
lized using conventional PZT pickups but, because
of their comparatively high mass of a few grams,
an ensemble of pickups may distort the sound of
the instrument. By comparison, the mass of 10 cm
of fiber-optic cable can be estimated at less than
5mg. Note that cross talk between the fiber-optic ele-
ments is minimal.
Currently, there is no example of a solid-body gui-

tar which utilizes a photonic pickup system similar
to that described above. Electromagnetic pickups
are, by far, the most widely used technology for
the amplification of solid-body instruments. Conven-
tional pickup technology does, however, have its
drawbacks. The magnetic fields that are needed to
detect the string vibrations impart unwanted colora-
tion to the instrument’s tone. In addition, these pick-
ups are sensitive to electromagnetic interference and
can pick up unwanted noise. Consequently, there has
been a push in the industry to develop a quieter pick-
up. For example, Noiseless and Lace Sensor pickups
offer improvements by significantly reducing the
strength of the operating magnetic field. Optical sen-
sors for string vibration,such as those distributed by
Lightwave Systems and Hoag, provide another
alternative. Aside from reduced noise, these optical
sensors may be used in conjunction with any type
of string, whereas electromagnetic pickups require
strings made of a ferroelectric material. Acceptance
of these optical technologies has been low, likely be-
cause these optical pickups cannot be retrofitted ea-
sily on existing instruments. By contrast, the present
technology is compatible with any of the existing de-
vices that sense string vibration and may be used in
conjunction with magnetic pickups on even vintage
instruments.
The sound that is generated by the FBG pickup is

expected to be comparable to that of a conventional
PZT pickup placed on a solid-body guitar. Electric
guitar manufacturers today already offer models
that are equipped with PZT pickups, which are fre-
quently embedded into the saddles. Those vibration
sensors may be retrofitted and have found consider-
able acceptance by guitar players.
It should be noted that the output from a typical

photodetector, such as those used in the present ex-
periments, may be recorded without amplification or,
if needed, may be amplified using standard audio

amplifiers, whereas PZT pickups require dedicated
preamplifiers that are matched to the high output
impedance of the PZT crystals.

While we have demonstrated the FBG pickup for
an acoustic and a solid-body guitar, the technique
may readily be extended to other musical instru-
ments. Again, the small size and all-optical interro-
gation of an FBG transducer makes applications
possible that are otherwise difficult to realize. In-
struments such as harmonicas, brass instruments,
and percussion instruments may be interrogated
with an FBG transducer, giving this technique a
much wider application range compared to existing
pickups.

5. Conclusion

Acoustic transduction of a musical instrument has
been demonstrated by affixing a FBG onto the body
of an acoustic guitar and an electric, solid-body gui-
tar, and by recording the sound generated by the gui-
tars through real-time streaming of the FBG’s
transmission near the midreflection point of the
FBG spectrum. The sound recordings are compar-
able with respect to acoustic frequency range, noise
level, and (admittedly subjective) tonal quality to
that of a high-end PZT pick-up. Distinctive differ-
ences are observed when comparing the output of
the FBG pickup to that of a single-coil electromag-
netic pickup due to the very different transduction
mechanisms. In this case the optical pickup adds an-
other level of intricacy to the sound of the electric gui-
tar, especially when used in tandem with magnetic
pickups.
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